
Egypt abolishing jail terms for
businessmen
Sun, 2020-02-23 22:52

CAIRO: The Egyptian parliament has announced that laws that imprison
investors have been scratched, stressing that imposing jail time on financial
wrongdoers affects investment in Egypt.
Speaker Ali Abdel-Aal said in a public parliamentary session that he and
parliament will not allow investment to “escape” from Egypt, “so the idea of
replacing imprisonment with deterrent fines must be preserved.”
“I will never allow the imprisonment of businessmen involved in financial
violations,” Abdel-Aal said.
Egypt’s parliament takes its cue from countries which have abolished
penalties to safeguard the freedom of investors in economic legislation, in
support and encouragement of investment, said Economic Affairs Committee
Chairman in Parliament Ahmed Samir. Samir said the principle of not
imprisoning investors in financial crimes was approved by parliament at the
beginning of the current legislative term but is not final.
He explained that investors do not enjoy absolute immunity against
imprisonment and that there are crimes in which jail is necessary, including
harming public money or the interest of the state or harming the health of
citizens.
“Harming public money or the health of citizens entails serving sentences.
Any economic or administrative violations are punishable,” Samir told Arab
News.
Mohsen Adel, former head of the Investment Authority, stressed that Egypt has
taken the view of international institutions which is believed may encourage
investment incentives to attract direct foreign investment, and that
preventing businessmen from going to jail guarantees the protection of the
investor who works in good faith and is similar to international standards.

SPEEDREAD

Egypt’s parliament takes its cue from countries which have abolished
penalties to safeguard the freedom of investors in economic legislation with
the aim to support and encourage investment.

Ahmed El-Zayat, a member of the Egyptian Businessmen’s Association, said the
abolition by parliament of imprisoning businessmen in economic legislation is
aimed at encouraging investors to invest more and to provide all logistical
support to help deal with global competition and attract foreign investment.
El-Zayat pointed to efforts such as solving the problems of troubled
factories, refinancing, operating, reconciling with investors and providing a
safe business environment that provides the factors needed to increase
investments.
El-Zayat said doing away with incarceration of investors and replacing that
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with financial fines and providing new mechanisms to tighten control over
economic business to prevent any excesses and achieve economic justice will
raise the confidence of businessmen in the Egyptian economy, especially in
industry. He said this will realize the state’s vision of increasing Egyptian
exports $55 billion over the coming years.
Mohamed Waheed, chairman of Catalyst Company and founder of the first
electronic market for trade in Egyptian products, said the state’s new
initiative is a “legislative boom” which will add to the advantages and
incentives guaranteed by the investment law, making Egypt the most prominent
destination for investors as it enhances its competitiveness and increases
demand for work and investment.

Waheed emphasized that the new investment law and its amendments, in addition
to investment incentives and positive benefits for projects, organizes the
file of penalties for the economic sector within the framework of a general
approach from the state to develop the investment environment in a way that
enhances its competitiveness and elements of its attraction to local and
foreign investments.
He said this vision is a message from the state that supports serious
investment and protects well-intentioned investors from the risks and
fluctuations of local and global markets.
Al-Waheed added that this will guarantee the seriousness of work and
strengthen the values of governance, transparency and serious competition on
the basis of common interests and hard work to reap the fruits of development
without measures that limit market capabilities and hinder opportunities for
expansion and prosperity.
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Lawyer of man suing Qatari royal says
intimidation won’t discourage
accountability fight after girlfriend
raped
Sun, 2020-02-23 21:35

CHICAGO: The legal fight to hold Sheikh Khaled bin Hamad Khalifa Al-Thani
accountable will not be discouraged by any intimidation, the attorney of a
man suing the Qatari royal for more than $33 million told Arab News.

Attorney Rebecca Castaneda’s comments came after the girlfriend of co-
plaintiff Matthew Allende was found brutally bludgeoned and raped in her
security-gated condominium in Pasadena, California.

Allende, one of two contractors who have accused Al-Thani of trying to kill
them because they refused his orders to defend his honor and kill his
enemies, said he fears that the brutal assault of his girlfriend is tied to
the lawsuit.

Castaneda said she cannot confirm that the rape and assault are linked to the
lawsuit she filed against Al-Thani on behalf of Allende and co-plaintiff
Matthew Pittard. 

But she insisted that the legal fight to hold Al-Thani accountable will not
be discouraged by any intimidation.

“We don’t yet know all the facts surrounding what occurred, but the
plaintiffs aren’t dissuaded in any way from pursuing their cases. In fact, it
has had the opposite effect and they’re now more driven than ever to
succeed,” Castaneda told Arab News.

A high-profile playboy race car driver, Al-Thani threatened Allende and
Pittard and, according to the lawsuit, vowed that they “would pay the price”
for refusing to kill his enemies.

The lawsuit has brought embarrassing public headlines to Al-Thani, Qatar and
his brother, who is the country’s ruling emir.

Allende told Pasadena police that he returned home from work on Jan. 14 and
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discovered his girlfriend Han, 42, on their bed in a pool of blood, with
severe bruises to her head and face. 

Police recovered DNA evidence suggesting that she was also raped, but no
suspect has been identified.

FASTFACT

For more than seven months after the lawsuit was filed, Sheikh Khaled bin
Hamad Khalifa Al-Thani was elusive, avoiding legal service possibly in the
hopes of having the lawsuit thrown out of court.

Pasadena Detective Lt. Jesse Carrillo, who is heading the investigation, said
he can only conclude at this time that the assault is not the result of a
robbery. 

He noted that no valuables were stolen from the apartment, which contained
more than $10,000 in jewelry and other valuables that were visible.

Allende filed the lawsuit against Al-Thani on July 23, 2019, along with his
colleague Pittard. The lawsuit details how Al-Thani’s controversial lifestyle
brought him into contact with shady characters who he feared would embarrass
him on social media. 

Allende was employed as a paramedic by Al-Thani from approximately Oct. 15,
2017, to Feb. 4, 2018. 

Pittard was employed from Sept. 17, 2017, until July 10, 2018, as US director
of security and as a senior defense consultant in Qatar.

Angered when they refused, Al-Thani threatened them with a gun and imprisoned
them for several months in his palace in Doha. 

Allende, now a Los Angeles paramedic, and Pittard, a former US Marine, fled
Qatar in February 2018.

For more than seven months after the lawsuit was filed, Al-Thani was elusive,
avoiding legal service possibly in the hopes of having the lawsuit thrown out
of court.

Castaneda filed the lawsuit in a Florida Federal Court initially against him
personally, and against two of his companies, GEO Strategic Defense Solutions
LLC and KH Holdings LLC. 

But when Al-Thani refused to be served and lawyers denied representing him,
she expanded the lawsuit on Nov. 5, 2019, to include another of his
companies, Al-Anabi Racing USA LLC, which has offices in Florida.

Lawyers for Al-Anabi Racing USA LLC, and Al-Thani, finally responded to the
lawsuit and asked Federal Court Judge Thomas P. Barber to dismiss it. 



They argued that neither Al-Thani nor Al-Anabi Racing USA LLC had any legal
presence in Florida.

We don’t yet know all the facts surrounding what occurred, but the
plaintiffs aren’t dissuaded in any way from pursuing their cases.
In fact, it has had the opposite effect and they’re now more driven
than ever to succeed.

Rebecca Castaneda, Attorney for Matthew Allende

Elated, Castaneda asked the court to dismiss her lawsuit and announced that
it will be refiled in Duxbury, Massachusetts, where Al-Anabi Racing USA LLC
is headquartered.

When the lawsuit is refiled, Castaneda believes that she will force Al-Thani
to submit to deposition and document discovery, or force a default judgment
in her client’s favor.

The timing of the beating is suspicious because it came right after the legal
maneuvering seemed to give Allende’s and Pittard’s case more weight.

Al-Thani’s attorney, Alejandro Soto of the Florida law firm Fridman Fels &
Soto PLLC, argued in the motion to dismiss that Al-Thani has no legal
presence in Florida and that its federal courts have no jurisdiction over his
actions.

Attorneys for Al-Anabi Racing LLC, Armando Rosquete and Javier A. Reyes of
the Bell Rosquete Reyes Esteban PLLC law firm, argued that Al-Thani is not
employed by Al-Anabi Racing USA LLC and claimed that Florida lacks
jurisdiction to hear the case.

Reyes, Rosquete and Soto did not respond to repeated inquiries from Arab News
for comment on the lawsuit.

The violence against Allende and his girlfriend may also have been prompted
by salacious details that Castaneda released to Arab News in December.

Castaneda said the person Al-Thani ordered Allende and Pittard to murder is a
Los Angeles-based drug dealer who was trying to blackmail the Qatari royal. 

The unnamed drug dealer claimed to have photographs and videos of Al-Thani
engaged in drug and homosexual sex parties at his mansion in Qatar and in Los
Angeles.

“We don’t know the veracity of the drug dealer’s claims, but the sheikh took
them seriously and he wanted Pittard and Allende to kill the blackmailer,”
Castaneda told Arab News at the time.

In another case, she said Al-Thani ordered the two security contractors to
murder a Moroccan woman who was a friend of his wife. 



Castaneda said Al-Thani feared that the woman was feeding embarrassing
information about him to a Saudi national at a time when his brother, the
emir, and Qatar were in a row with Saudi Arabia and three other Arab
countries.
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Egyptian ministry launches mobile app
Sun, 2020-02-23 23:07

CIARO: The Ministry of Immigration and Egyptian Expatriates Affairs has
launched Kallem Masr (Call Egypt), a mobile app to facilitate communication
with citizens living abroad.
Nabila Makram, minister of immigration and Egyptian expatriates affairs, said
the free app includes a monthly electronic magazine issued by the ministry in
both Arabic and English.
The app is available for Android users, and officials are working on making
it available for iOS users as well, communications expert Ashraf El-Wardany
told Arab News.
Android users can download the app from Google Play. Its sections include
questions and answers, contact us, complaints, an interactive map of
locations of embassies and consulates, and a news section on the ministry’s
activities.

HIGHLIGHT

Android users can download the app from Google Play. Its sections include
questions and answers, contact us, complaints, an interactive map of
locations of embassies and consulates, and a news section on the ministry’s
activities.

Islam El-Souissi, an Egyptian community leader in Rome, praised the app,
saying “all Egyptians living abroad are expressing their great happiness”
about it.
But some Egyptians who visited the app’s page on Google Play said it is not
available in some countries such as Sweden. Others complained that they had
problems logging in.
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Tehran accused of virus cover-up
Author: 
Sun, 2020-02-23 04:04

JEDDAH: Iran was accused on Saturday of covering up the impact of the
coronavirus amid fears that the infection could spread through the region
because of the country’s poor health care standards.

Ten new cases were confirmed in Iran on Saturday, bringing the total to 29,
and the death toll rose to six — the highest outside China.

Most of the cases have been in Qom, where schools and universities will be
closed from Sunday.

The US State Department said the Iranian regime was playing down the danger
and giving people “incorrect information.”
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Iranians, some wearing protective masks, wait to cross a street in the
capital Tehran on Feb. 22, 2020. Iran has reported two more deaths among 10
new cases of coronavirus, bringing the total number of deaths in the Islamic

republic to six and infections to 28. (AFP / ATTA KENARE)

Online posts compared Iran’s coronavirus announcements with the attempted
cover-up after the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps shot down a Ukrainian
passenger plane last month, killing 176 people.

The World Health Organization said it was worried about the spread of the
virus from Iran.

The two latest cases in the UAE on Saturday were an Iranian tourist and his
wife, and Lebanon’s first confirmed case on Friday was a 45-year-old woman
returning from Qom.

“The concern is … a very rapid increase in a matter of a few days,” said
Sylvie Briand, director of the WHO’s global infectious hazard preparedness
department.

“We are just wondering about the potential of more exported cases in the
coming days.”

The coronavirus was first detected in December in Wuhan, in Hubei province in
China. There have been nearly 78,000 confirmed cases and 2,362 deaths, almost
all in China.
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Israeli taxi app sued for
discrimination against Arab drivers
Author: 
Sun, 2020-02-23 01:20

LONDON: Local rights groups in Jerusalem have sued Israeli on-demand taxi app
Gett for offering what they allege is an option designed to discriminate
against Arab drivers.

Gett, which also has operations in the US and the UK, offers its users in
Jerusalem a unique service called Mehadrin, which refers to the most rigorous
level of Jewish standards.
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The service offers users the option to choose a taxi that is not driven on
the Sabbath. Palestinian Arab drivers in the city are largely Muslim or
Christian, and often work on the Sabbath.
While Gett claims that it does not discriminate on the basis of religion and
that drivers of any faith can register, lawyer Asaf Pink calls the Mehadrin
option a “proxy for a racist service that provides taxis with Jewish
drivers.”

FASTFACT

Gett, which also has operations in the US and the UK, offers its users in
Jerusalem a unique service called Mehadrin, which refers to the most rigorous
level of Jewish standards.

Pink, along with the Israel Religious Action Center, sought a private
investigation into the service before submitting the case, sending in
undercover people posing as potential drivers.
Herzl Moshe, Gett’s Jerusalem representative, allegedly said he would never
allow an Arab driver to register with the Mehadrin service.
“It’s for people who don’t want an Arab driver,” he said in comments recorded
during the private investigation.
Anat Hoffman, executive director of the Israel Religious Action Center,
claimed that religion is only being used by Gett as a cover for racial
discrimination.
“Using Judaism to justify racism isn’t Jewish,” Hoffman said. “Racism by any
other name smells just as foul.”  
Gett insists that its policies are not discriminatory. “Any driver,
regardless of religious belief, can drive in this fleet,” said a spokesperson
for Gett.
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